Leadlight

About Statesman Doors

Choose from an extensive range of hand crafted leadlight glass panels that will
please the eye and enhance your décor. Available in price ranges A and B.
Elizabeth Square

Enamelled Glass

B

Victorian Square

A

Statesman Doors has been supplying high quality solid hardwood and engineered timber doors since 1983 when we
were known as Timber Imports and Hardware.
Whether your choice is an elegant period door or a stylish contemporary model, the Statesman Doors range offers
superb quality and value with optimum security. Choose from a custom crafted solid timber door or a fully engineered
door to enhance the appearance of your home. An extensive range of designs complement many varying architectural
and decor styles.

Art Deco Square

A

Shield Square

B

Create an inpression!

Our wide selection of enamelled and frosted glasses are sure to suit your home.

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Leadlight and enameled glass inserts for doors and sidelights come in a diverse range of appealing decorative styles.
The versatility of individually selecting the decorative inserts in the classic range of leadlight and enameled glass allows
you to fully customize your door design.
For further information please visit our web site at www.statesmandoors.com.au
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Timber is a natural product and care
must be taken to ensure your door
will afford many years of service.
After purchase, your door must be
kept and stored flat in a dry building
that has not been freshly plastered.
Do not lay flat on concrete floors.
Doors should be fitted square, true
and plumb. Three hinges should be
fitted to all external doors, doors
weighing more than 20 kilograms and
internal doors where large differences
of temperature and/or humidity on
opposing faces may be expected eg
bathrooms and laundries.
Continual exposure to direct sun
or rain or changes in humidity can
have detrimental effects on any
solid timber door and we do not
recommend the hanging of external/
entrance doors in positions where
direct exposure to the elements can
occur. It is necessary to protect the
door overhead with eaves or veranda.
The degree of protection required will
depend on your location and aspect.
External doors with any exposure
to the sun must be painted in a light
reflecting colour. Dark colours must
be avoided to prevent heat damage.

Painting & Staining

Warranty

Once the door has been fitted it
should be removed from the hinges
immediately and MUST receive at
least one primer/sealer and two top
coats of a high quality paint or timber
finish on all 6 sides without delay. Oil
products such as Tung Oil, Danish Oil
or Linseed Oil do not seal the timber
adequately and are not suitable
products.

All doors are guaranteed to be of
the highest quality in both material
and workmanship. They are free
from defects that would render them
unserviceable or unfit for the use
for which they were manufactured.
Natural variation of colour, texture
and minor shrinking and swelling of
components are characteristics of
timber and not considered defects,
however warps over 5mm are
considered a defect. The company
will not be held responsible for the
additional charge of hanging or
painting of replacement doors. Please
check the door thoroughly prior to
hanging. Failure to seal the door on
all 6 edges prior to hanging will void
the warranty.

For best results apply the paint or
timber finish with the door laying flat
and ensure it is applied strictly in
accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions. The application of a
‘primer only’ WILL NOT provide
adequate protection for the door and
as a result the door may bow, twist or
warp over a very short period of time.
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

It is important that the top and
bottom edges, all faces and any
‘cut outs’ for letterboxes, locks
and hinges are completely and fully
painted before the door is hung. It is
vital that the ‘end grain’ on the top
and bottom of the door is completely
sealed as this is where moisture
can most easily penetrate, causing
swelling, splitting and warping.
Regular maintenance of your door
should also be undertaken to prevent
breakdown of paint film and protect
the timber from deterioration.
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Enamelled Glass

Contemporary Entrance & Internal Doors
This range of solid timber doors made from Pacific Oak features fielded panels.
It includes the traditional 4 panel and federation style entrance doors as well as the now
popular glazed slotted doors found in modern contemporary homes. Available unglazed
or with a range of glasses of your choice.

Profile DR200 Series

SL200 Bifolds
with Spring Frost

SL211 Bifolds

DR210

DR216 with
Cathedral

5 LITE

10 LITE

DR7300 with
White Trans Lam

1 Lite

DR7303 with
Fern Leaf

1 Lite
Sidelight

DR323B with
Wysteria

DR323BLS with
Shield Leadlight

DR323E with
SL323EB with
DR323EB with
Victorian Leadlight Rose Jewel Frost Elizabeth Leadlight

DR323EBLS with
Georgian Leadlight

DR323A with
Wysteria

DR323AB with
Californian Leadlight

DR204 with Grey Lam
(HW)

DR451 (H)

DR636 with Africaan (HW)

DR2780 with
Africaan (H)

DR314B (H)

DR237 (H)

French Colonial & Joinery Glazed Doors
A range of classic glazed doors available for both external and internal
applications. They can be provided unglazed or with a glass of your
choice. Standard 10 lite and 5 Lite doors come with 5mm clear bevel.
Available in a wide range of sizes both 2040 and 2340 mm high.

Energy Efficiency
A range of high performance double glazed 1 Lites is also available. Our
highly efficient units feature both Argon gas fille and a low-E coating.
SL200

SL211

DR211

DR200 with Blue &
Red Frost Blue Wren

DR236

DR236G with
Double Orchid

DR264

DR264G

SL219 Bifolds

2 Lite

DR219

SL314M

DR314MG with
Victorian Rose
Leadlight

SL314MG with
Victorian Rose
Leadlight

DR314M

DR314BG with Art
Deco Leadlight

SL314B

DR314B

SL314BG with
William Leadlight

DR323ABLS with
William Leadlight

DR204 with White Tans
Lam (W)

DR635G with Sea Drift (W)

DR635G-P12 with
Roughcast (W)

DR204-P3 with
Africaan (W)

DR270 with White Trans
Lam (W)

(W) 1200 Wide (H) 2340 mm High

Victorian & Edwardian Internal Doors
Solid timber doors with engineered flat panels.
These doors feature either a traditional stepped mould (DR630 and DR631), typical of the Edwardian and Art Deco
eras, or a distinctive insertion mould (DR600, DR609V and DR611) found in Victorian and Edwardian style homes.
Whether you are restoring or replicating, these doors achieve the authentic appearance of the doors from these eras.

DR201 with
Retro Leadlight

DR212 with
White Trans Lam

DR203 with
White Trans Lam

SL201

DR213

DR281

SL280

DR230 with
Cottage Rose

DR231

DR270 with
White Trans Lam

SL271

DR271

SL270 with
Grey Lam

DR274 with
Arctic Blue

DR275 with
Africaan

DR400 with
Bordered Rose

DR400B with
Rose Jewel Frost

DR411

SL400 with
Bordered Rose

DR411B

DR441

SL240 with
Cathedral

DR441B

Profile
DR600,
DR609V
& DR611

Profile
DR630
& DR631
DR601

Period & Contemporary Entrance Doors
A range of solid timber doors with a heavy Victorian mould or surface fitted bolection
moulds in a range of contemporary and period designs.
Both solid fielded and ply panel designs are available. Optional ‘cricket bats’ can also be
fitted. The period doors in this range include 3 and 4 panel doors similar to those found
in homes from the Victorian and Edwardian periods of the late 1800s and early 1900s.
Profile DR400 Series
Profile DR700 Series
DR240 with
Cathedral

DR241
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SL240

SL241

SL251

DR250 with
Roughcast

SL250

DR251

DR253 with
White Trans Lam

DR237

DR237G with
Cathedral

DR237G-P16
with Africaan

DR237G-P12 with
White Trans Lam

DR237G-P5 with
Africaan

DR550 with
White Trans Lam

DR551

Profile DR300 Series

QP711B

DR711B

SL700B with
Victorian Leadlight

DR600 with
Shield Leadlight

SL600 Bifolds with
Romantic

DR609V

DR611

SL611 Bifolds

DR630 with Art
Deco Leadlight

DR631
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About Statesman Doors

Choose from an extensive range of hand crafted leadlight glass panels that will
please the eye and enhance your décor. Available in price ranges A and B.
Elizabeth Square

Enamelled Glass

B

Victorian Square

A

Statesman Doors has been supplying high quality solid hardwood and engineered timber doors since 1983 when we
were known as Timber Imports and Hardware.
Whether your choice is an elegant period door or a stylish contemporary model, the Statesman Doors range offers
superb quality and value with optimum security. Choose from a custom crafted solid timber door or a fully engineered
door to enhance the appearance of your home. An extensive range of designs complement many varying architectural
and decor styles.
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A
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B

Create an inpression!

Our wide selection of enamelled and frosted glasses are sure to suit your home.

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Leadlight and enameled glass inserts for doors and sidelights come in a diverse range of appealing decorative styles.
The versatility of individually selecting the decorative inserts in the classic range of leadlight and enameled glass allows
you to fully customize your door design.
For further information please visit our web site at www.statesmandoors.com.au
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Timber is a natural product and care
must be taken to ensure your door
will afford many years of service.
After purchase, your door must be
kept and stored flat in a dry building
that has not been freshly plastered.
Do not lay flat on concrete floors.
Doors should be fitted square, true
and plumb. Three hinges should be
fitted to all external doors, doors
weighing more than 20 kilograms and
internal doors where large differences
of temperature and/or humidity on
opposing faces may be expected eg
bathrooms and laundries.
Continual exposure to direct sun
or rain or changes in humidity can
have detrimental effects on any
solid timber door and we do not
recommend the hanging of external/
entrance doors in positions where
direct exposure to the elements can
occur. It is necessary to protect the
door overhead with eaves or veranda.
The degree of protection required will
depend on your location and aspect.
External doors with any exposure
to the sun must be painted in a light
reflecting colour. Dark colours must
be avoided to prevent heat damage.

Painting & Staining

Warranty

Once the door has been fitted it
should be removed from the hinges
immediately and MUST receive at
least one primer/sealer and two top
coats of a high quality paint or timber
finish on all 6 sides without delay. Oil
products such as Tung Oil, Danish Oil
or Linseed Oil do not seal the timber
adequately and are not suitable
products.

All doors are guaranteed to be of
the highest quality in both material
and workmanship. They are free
from defects that would render them
unserviceable or unfit for the use
for which they were manufactured.
Natural variation of colour, texture
and minor shrinking and swelling of
components are characteristics of
timber and not considered defects,
however warps over 5mm are
considered a defect. The company
will not be held responsible for the
additional charge of hanging or
painting of replacement doors. Please
check the door thoroughly prior to
hanging. Failure to seal the door on
all 6 edges prior to hanging will void
the warranty.

For best results apply the paint or
timber finish with the door laying flat
and ensure it is applied strictly in
accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions. The application of a
‘primer only’ WILL NOT provide
adequate protection for the door and
as a result the door may bow, twist or
warp over a very short period of time.
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

It is important that the top and
bottom edges, all faces and any
‘cut outs’ for letterboxes, locks
and hinges are completely and fully
painted before the door is hung. It is
vital that the ‘end grain’ on the top
and bottom of the door is completely
sealed as this is where moisture
can most easily penetrate, causing
swelling, splitting and warping.
Regular maintenance of your door
should also be undertaken to prevent
breakdown of paint film and protect
the timber from deterioration.
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Enamelled Glass

Contemporary Entrance & Internal Doors
This range of solid timber doors made from Pacific Oak features fielded panels.
It includes the traditional 4 panel and federation style entrance doors as well as the now
popular glazed slotted doors found in modern contemporary homes. Available unglazed
or with a range of glasses of your choice.

Profile DR200 Series

SL200 Bifolds
with Spring Frost

SL211 Bifolds

DR210

DR216 with
Cathedral

5 LITE

10 LITE

DR7300 with
White Trans Lam

1 Lite

DR7303 with
Fern Leaf

1 Lite
Sidelight

DR323B with
Wysteria

DR323BLS with
Shield Leadlight

DR323E with
SL323EB with
DR323EB with
Victorian Leadlight Rose Jewel Frost Elizabeth Leadlight

DR323EBLS with
Georgian Leadlight

DR323A with
Wysteria

DR323AB with
Californian Leadlight

DR204 with Grey Lam
(HW)

DR451 (H)

DR636 with Africaan (HW)

DR2780 with
Africaan (H)

DR314B (H)

DR237 (H)

French Colonial & Joinery Glazed Doors
A range of classic glazed doors available for both external and internal
applications. They can be provided unglazed or with a glass of your
choice. Standard 10 lite and 5 Lite doors come with 5mm clear bevel.
Available in a wide range of sizes both 2040 and 2340 mm high.

Energy Efficiency
A range of high performance double glazed 1 Lites is also available. Our
highly efficient units feature both Argon gas fille and a low-E coating.
SL200

SL211

DR211

DR200 with Blue &
Red Frost Blue Wren

DR236

DR236G with
Double Orchid

DR264

DR264G

SL219 Bifolds

2 Lite

DR219

SL314M

DR314MG with
Victorian Rose
Leadlight

SL314MG with
Victorian Rose
Leadlight

DR314M

DR314BG with Art
Deco Leadlight

SL314B

DR314B

SL314BG with
William Leadlight

DR323ABLS with
William Leadlight

DR204 with White Tans
Lam (W)

DR635G with Sea Drift (W)

DR635G-P12 with
Roughcast (W)

DR204-P3 with
Africaan (W)

DR270 with White Trans
Lam (W)

(W) 1200 Wide (H) 2340 mm High

Victorian & Edwardian Internal Doors
Solid timber doors with engineered flat panels.
These doors feature either a traditional stepped mould (DR630 and DR631), typical of the Edwardian and Art Deco
eras, or a distinctive insertion mould (DR600, DR609V and DR611) found in Victorian and Edwardian style homes.
Whether you are restoring or replicating, these doors achieve the authentic appearance of the doors from these eras.

DR201 with
Retro Leadlight

DR212 with
White Trans Lam

DR203 with
White Trans Lam

SL201

DR213

DR281

SL280

DR230 with
Cottage Rose

DR231

DR270 with
White Trans Lam

SL271

DR271

SL270 with
Grey Lam

DR274 with
Arctic Blue

DR275 with
Africaan

DR400 with
Bordered Rose

DR400B with
Rose Jewel Frost

DR411

SL400 with
Bordered Rose

DR411B

DR441

SL240 with
Cathedral

DR441B

Profile
DR600,
DR609V
& DR611

Profile
DR630
& DR631
DR601

Period & Contemporary Entrance Doors
A range of solid timber doors with a heavy Victorian mould or surface fitted bolection
moulds in a range of contemporary and period designs.
Both solid fielded and ply panel designs are available. Optional ‘cricket bats’ can also be
fitted. The period doors in this range include 3 and 4 panel doors similar to those found
in homes from the Victorian and Edwardian periods of the late 1800s and early 1900s.
Profile DR400 Series
Profile DR700 Series
DR240 with
Cathedral

DR241
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SL240

SL241

SL251

DR250 with
Roughcast

SL250

DR251

DR253 with
White Trans Lam

DR237

DR237G with
Cathedral

DR237G-P16
with Africaan

DR237G-P12 with
White Trans Lam

DR237G-P5 with
Africaan

DR550 with
White Trans Lam

DR551

Profile DR300 Series

QP711B

DR711B

SL700B with
Victorian Leadlight

DR600 with
Shield Leadlight

SL600 Bifolds with
Romantic

DR609V

DR611

SL611 Bifolds

DR630 with Art
Deco Leadlight

DR631
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Leadlight

About Statesman Doors

Choose from an extensive range of hand crafted leadlight glass panels that will
please the eye and enhance your décor. Available in price ranges A and B.
Elizabeth Square

Enamelled Glass

B

Victorian Square

A

Statesman Doors has been supplying high quality solid hardwood and engineered timber doors since 1983 when we
were known as Timber Imports and Hardware.
Whether your choice is an elegant period door or a stylish contemporary model, the Statesman Doors range offers
superb quality and value with optimum security. Choose from a custom crafted solid timber door or a fully engineered
door to enhance the appearance of your home. An extensive range of designs complement many varying architectural
and decor styles.

Art Deco Square

A

Shield Square

B

Create an inpression!

Our wide selection of enamelled and frosted glasses are sure to suit your home.

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Leadlight and enameled glass inserts for doors and sidelights come in a diverse range of appealing decorative styles.
The versatility of individually selecting the decorative inserts in the classic range of leadlight and enameled glass allows
you to fully customize your door design.
For further information please visit our web site at www.statesmandoors.com.au
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Timber is a natural product and care
must be taken to ensure your door
will afford many years of service.
After purchase, your door must be
kept and stored flat in a dry building
that has not been freshly plastered.
Do not lay flat on concrete floors.
Doors should be fitted square, true
and plumb. Three hinges should be
fitted to all external doors, doors
weighing more than 20 kilograms and
internal doors where large differences
of temperature and/or humidity on
opposing faces may be expected eg
bathrooms and laundries.
Continual exposure to direct sun
or rain or changes in humidity can
have detrimental effects on any
solid timber door and we do not
recommend the hanging of external/
entrance doors in positions where
direct exposure to the elements can
occur. It is necessary to protect the
door overhead with eaves or veranda.
The degree of protection required will
depend on your location and aspect.
External doors with any exposure
to the sun must be painted in a light
reflecting colour. Dark colours must
be avoided to prevent heat damage.

Painting & Staining

Warranty

Once the door has been fitted it
should be removed from the hinges
immediately and MUST receive at
least one primer/sealer and two top
coats of a high quality paint or timber
finish on all 6 sides without delay. Oil
products such as Tung Oil, Danish Oil
or Linseed Oil do not seal the timber
adequately and are not suitable
products.

All doors are guaranteed to be of
the highest quality in both material
and workmanship. They are free
from defects that would render them
unserviceable or unfit for the use
for which they were manufactured.
Natural variation of colour, texture
and minor shrinking and swelling of
components are characteristics of
timber and not considered defects,
however warps over 5mm are
considered a defect. The company
will not be held responsible for the
additional charge of hanging or
painting of replacement doors. Please
check the door thoroughly prior to
hanging. Failure to seal the door on
all 6 edges prior to hanging will void
the warranty.

For best results apply the paint or
timber finish with the door laying flat
and ensure it is applied strictly in
accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions. The application of a
‘primer only’ WILL NOT provide
adequate protection for the door and
as a result the door may bow, twist or
warp over a very short period of time.
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

It is important that the top and
bottom edges, all faces and any
‘cut outs’ for letterboxes, locks
and hinges are completely and fully
painted before the door is hung. It is
vital that the ‘end grain’ on the top
and bottom of the door is completely
sealed as this is where moisture
can most easily penetrate, causing
swelling, splitting and warping.
Regular maintenance of your door
should also be undertaken to prevent
breakdown of paint film and protect
the timber from deterioration.
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Enamelled Glass

Contemporary Entrance & Internal Doors
This range of solid timber doors made from Pacific Oak features fielded panels.
It includes the traditional 4 panel and federation style entrance doors as well as the now
popular glazed slotted doors found in modern contemporary homes. Available unglazed
or with a range of glasses of your choice.

Profile DR200 Series

SL200 Bifolds
with Spring Frost

SL211 Bifolds

DR210

DR216 with
Cathedral

5 LITE

10 LITE

DR7300 with
White Trans Lam

1 Lite

DR7303 with
Fern Leaf

1 Lite
Sidelight

DR323B with
Wysteria

DR323BLS with
Shield Leadlight

DR323E with
SL323EB with
DR323EB with
Victorian Leadlight Rose Jewel Frost Elizabeth Leadlight

DR323EBLS with
Georgian Leadlight

DR323A with
Wysteria

DR323AB with
Californian Leadlight

DR204 with Grey Lam
(HW)

DR451 (H)

DR636 with Africaan (HW)

DR2780 with
Africaan (H)

DR314B (H)

DR237 (H)

French Colonial & Joinery Glazed Doors
A range of classic glazed doors available for both external and internal
applications. They can be provided unglazed or with a glass of your
choice. Standard 10 lite and 5 Lite doors come with 5mm clear bevel.
Available in a wide range of sizes both 2040 and 2340 mm high.

Energy Efficiency
A range of high performance double glazed 1 Lites is also available. Our
highly efficient units feature both Argon gas fille and a low-E coating.
SL200

SL211

DR211

DR200 with Blue &
Red Frost Blue Wren

DR236

DR236G with
Double Orchid

DR264

DR264G

SL219 Bifolds

2 Lite

DR219

SL314M

DR314MG with
Victorian Rose
Leadlight

SL314MG with
Victorian Rose
Leadlight

DR314M

DR314BG with Art
Deco Leadlight

SL314B

DR314B

SL314BG with
William Leadlight

DR323ABLS with
William Leadlight

DR204 with White Tans
Lam (W)

DR635G with Sea Drift (W)

DR635G-P12 with
Roughcast (W)

DR204-P3 with
Africaan (W)

DR270 with White Trans
Lam (W)

(W) 1200 Wide (H) 2340 mm High

Victorian & Edwardian Internal Doors
Solid timber doors with engineered flat panels.
These doors feature either a traditional stepped mould (DR630 and DR631), typical of the Edwardian and Art Deco
eras, or a distinctive insertion mould (DR600, DR609V and DR611) found in Victorian and Edwardian style homes.
Whether you are restoring or replicating, these doors achieve the authentic appearance of the doors from these eras.

DR201 with
Retro Leadlight

DR212 with
White Trans Lam

DR203 with
White Trans Lam

SL201

DR213

DR281

SL280

DR230 with
Cottage Rose

DR231

DR270 with
White Trans Lam

SL271

DR271

SL270 with
Grey Lam

DR274 with
Arctic Blue

DR275 with
Africaan

DR400 with
Bordered Rose

DR400B with
Rose Jewel Frost

DR411

SL400 with
Bordered Rose

DR411B

DR441

SL240 with
Cathedral

DR441B

Profile
DR600,
DR609V
& DR611

Profile
DR630
& DR631
DR601

Period & Contemporary Entrance Doors
A range of solid timber doors with a heavy Victorian mould or surface fitted bolection
moulds in a range of contemporary and period designs.
Both solid fielded and ply panel designs are available. Optional ‘cricket bats’ can also be
fitted. The period doors in this range include 3 and 4 panel doors similar to those found
in homes from the Victorian and Edwardian periods of the late 1800s and early 1900s.
Profile DR400 Series
Profile DR700 Series
DR240 with
Cathedral

DR241
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SL240

SL241

SL251

DR250 with
Roughcast

SL250

DR251

DR253 with
White Trans Lam

DR237

DR237G with
Cathedral

DR237G-P16
with Africaan

DR237G-P12 with
White Trans Lam

DR237G-P5 with
Africaan

DR550 with
White Trans Lam

DR551

Profile DR300 Series

QP711B

DR711B

SL700B with
Victorian Leadlight

DR600 with
Shield Leadlight

SL600 Bifolds with
Romantic

DR609V

DR611

SL611 Bifolds

DR630 with Art
Deco Leadlight

DR631
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About Statesman Doors

Choose from an extensive range of hand crafted leadlight glass panels that will
please the eye and enhance your décor. Available in price ranges A and B.
Elizabeth Square

Enamelled Glass

B

Victorian Square

A

Statesman Doors has been supplying high quality solid hardwood and engineered timber doors since 1983 when we
were known as Timber Imports and Hardware.
Whether your choice is an elegant period door or a stylish contemporary model, the Statesman Doors range offers
superb quality and value with optimum security. Choose from a custom crafted solid timber door or a fully engineered
door to enhance the appearance of your home. An extensive range of designs complement many varying architectural
and decor styles.

Art Deco Square

A
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B

Create an inpression!

Our wide selection of enamelled and frosted glasses are sure to suit your home.

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Leadlight and enameled glass inserts for doors and sidelights come in a diverse range of appealing decorative styles.
The versatility of individually selecting the decorative inserts in the classic range of leadlight and enameled glass allows
you to fully customize your door design.
For further information please visit our web site at www.statesmandoors.com.au
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Timber is a natural product and care
must be taken to ensure your door
will afford many years of service.
After purchase, your door must be
kept and stored flat in a dry building
that has not been freshly plastered.
Do not lay flat on concrete floors.
Doors should be fitted square, true
and plumb. Three hinges should be
fitted to all external doors, doors
weighing more than 20 kilograms and
internal doors where large differences
of temperature and/or humidity on
opposing faces may be expected eg
bathrooms and laundries.
Continual exposure to direct sun
or rain or changes in humidity can
have detrimental effects on any
solid timber door and we do not
recommend the hanging of external/
entrance doors in positions where
direct exposure to the elements can
occur. It is necessary to protect the
door overhead with eaves or veranda.
The degree of protection required will
depend on your location and aspect.
External doors with any exposure
to the sun must be painted in a light
reflecting colour. Dark colours must
be avoided to prevent heat damage.

Painting & Staining

Warranty

Once the door has been fitted it
should be removed from the hinges
immediately and MUST receive at
least one primer/sealer and two top
coats of a high quality paint or timber
finish on all 6 sides without delay. Oil
products such as Tung Oil, Danish Oil
or Linseed Oil do not seal the timber
adequately and are not suitable
products.

All doors are guaranteed to be of
the highest quality in both material
and workmanship. They are free
from defects that would render them
unserviceable or unfit for the use
for which they were manufactured.
Natural variation of colour, texture
and minor shrinking and swelling of
components are characteristics of
timber and not considered defects,
however warps over 5mm are
considered a defect. The company
will not be held responsible for the
additional charge of hanging or
painting of replacement doors. Please
check the door thoroughly prior to
hanging. Failure to seal the door on
all 6 edges prior to hanging will void
the warranty.

For best results apply the paint or
timber finish with the door laying flat
and ensure it is applied strictly in
accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions. The application of a
‘primer only’ WILL NOT provide
adequate protection for the door and
as a result the door may bow, twist or
warp over a very short period of time.

Cottage Rose
Square

Cottage Rose

Bordered Rose

Double Orchid

Double Black
Orchid

Rose Jewel
Cathedral

Rose Jewel
Frost

Summer Rose
Jewel

Summer Rose

Spring Frost

Romantic

Victorian Frost

Wysteria Square

Wysteria

CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

It is important that the top and
bottom edges, all faces and any
‘cut outs’ for letterboxes, locks
and hinges are completely and fully
painted before the door is hung. It is
vital that the ‘end grain’ on the top
and bottom of the door is completely
sealed as this is where moisture
can most easily penetrate, causing
swelling, splitting and warping.
Regular maintenance of your door
should also be undertaken to prevent
breakdown of paint film and protect
the timber from deterioration.

TRADITIONAL DECAL RANGE

B
William

Highrise Frost

Leadlight
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Links Colour

Links Frost
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Orchid Fanlights

Green Leaves
Kookaburras

Victorian Blue
& Red Frost
Blue Wren

Blue Jewel Frost Red Jewel Frost
Blue Wren
Kookaburras

Enamelled Glass

Contemporary Entrance & Internal Doors
This range of solid timber doors made from Pacific Oak features fielded panels.
It includes the traditional 4 panel and federation style entrance doors as well as the now
popular glazed slotted doors found in modern contemporary homes. Available unglazed
or with a range of glasses of your choice.

Profile DR200 Series

SL200 Bifolds
with Spring Frost

SL211 Bifolds

DR210

DR216 with
Cathedral

5 LITE

10 LITE

DR7300 with
White Trans Lam

1 Lite

DR7303 with
Fern Leaf

1 Lite
Sidelight

DR323B with
Wysteria

DR323BLS with
Shield Leadlight

DR323E with
SL323EB with
DR323EB with
Victorian Leadlight Rose Jewel Frost Elizabeth Leadlight

DR323EBLS with
Georgian Leadlight

DR323A with
Wysteria

DR323AB with
Californian Leadlight

DR204 with Grey Lam
(HW)

DR451 (H)

DR636 with Africaan (HW)

DR2780 with
Africaan (H)

DR314B (H)

DR237 (H)

French Colonial & Joinery Glazed Doors
A range of classic glazed doors available for both external and internal
applications. They can be provided unglazed or with a glass of your
choice. Standard 10 lite and 5 Lite doors come with 5mm clear bevel.
Available in a wide range of sizes both 2040 and 2340 mm high.

Energy Efficiency
A range of high performance double glazed 1 Lites is also available. Our
highly efficient units feature both Argon gas fille and a low-E coating.
SL200

SL211

DR211

DR200 with Blue &
Red Frost Blue Wren

DR236

DR236G with
Double Orchid

DR264

DR264G

SL219 Bifolds

2 Lite

DR219

SL314M

DR314MG with
Victorian Rose
Leadlight

SL314MG with
Victorian Rose
Leadlight

DR314M

DR314BG with Art
Deco Leadlight

SL314B

DR314B

SL314BG with
William Leadlight

DR323ABLS with
William Leadlight

DR204 with White Tans
Lam (W)

DR635G with Sea Drift (W)

DR635G-P12 with
Roughcast (W)

DR204-P3 with
Africaan (W)

DR270 with White Trans
Lam (W)

(W) 1200 Wide (H) 2340 mm High

Victorian & Edwardian Internal Doors
Solid timber doors with engineered flat panels.
These doors feature either a traditional stepped mould (DR630 and DR631), typical of the Edwardian and Art Deco
eras, or a distinctive insertion mould (DR600, DR609V and DR611) found in Victorian and Edwardian style homes.
Whether you are restoring or replicating, these doors achieve the authentic appearance of the doors from these eras.

DR201 with
Retro Leadlight

DR212 with
White Trans Lam

DR203 with
White Trans Lam

SL201

DR213

DR281

SL280

DR230 with
Cottage Rose

DR231

DR270 with
White Trans Lam

SL271

DR271

SL270 with
Grey Lam

DR274 with
Arctic Blue

DR275 with
Africaan

DR400 with
Bordered Rose

DR400B with
Rose Jewel Frost

DR411

SL400 with
Bordered Rose

DR411B

DR441

SL240 with
Cathedral

DR441B

Profile
DR600,
DR609V
& DR611

Profile
DR630
& DR631
DR601

Period & Contemporary Entrance Doors
A range of solid timber doors with a heavy Victorian mould or surface fitted bolection
moulds in a range of contemporary and period designs.
Both solid fielded and ply panel designs are available. Optional ‘cricket bats’ can also be
fitted. The period doors in this range include 3 and 4 panel doors similar to those found
in homes from the Victorian and Edwardian periods of the late 1800s and early 1900s.
Profile DR400 Series
Profile DR700 Series
DR240 with
Cathedral

DR241
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SL240

SL241

SL251

DR250 with
Roughcast

SL250

DR251

DR253 with
White Trans Lam

DR237

DR237G with
Cathedral

DR237G-P16
with Africaan

DR237G-P12 with
White Trans Lam

DR237G-P5 with
Africaan

DR550 with
White Trans Lam

DR551

Profile DR300 Series

QP711B

DR711B

SL700B with
Victorian Leadlight

DR600 with
Shield Leadlight

SL600 Bifolds with
Romantic

DR609V

DR611

SL611 Bifolds

DR630 with Art
Deco Leadlight

DR631

DOORS

